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DESCRIPTION
[0001] The present invention relates to an inhaler, specifically a breath-operated device.
[0002] A number of embodiments of breath-operated devices are known in the art.

Furthermore, there are a select number that include a means of using inhalation energy and

pressure exertion to create an actuation trigger. For example US 6,581,590 discloses an

actuator mechanism formed by a suction tube which communicates the mouthpiece with a
diaphragm member and provides air to the user. This works on a single air flow and operates a

latching mechanism, where air enters the device as the canister actuator slides away from the
diaphragm member. Additionally US 6,318,366 provides a supply valve and diaphragm for a

pneumatically operated gas demand apparatus. Furthermore W02006/079751 discloses a
trigger mechanism that releases medications for inhalation which can deliver liquid formulation

in a bolus.
[0003] These devices operate an on/off configuration whereby the prescribed breath-activation

system delivers a set bolus on triggering at a given flow rate and will then switch off once the
bolus has been emitted.
[0004] WO 2011/015826 and WO 2011/107737 disclose an inhaler which is specifically

designed for use as a simulated cigarette and nicotine delivery system as well fast-acting

medicines and pharmaceutical agents. This is provided with a breath-activated valve

comprising a deformable tube which is pinched closed by a valve element carried on a vane.
This vane is biased closed by a spring. The vane is surrounded by a flexible diaphragm. An air
flow path is defined above the flexible diaphragm. This has air inlet orifices which let air into the

air flow path above the diaphragm part way along the simulated cigarette. This air then flows

along the top of the diaphragm before exiting at an outlet opening at the end of the simulated
cigarette which, in use, is sucked on by a user. As the inlet is smaller than the outlet, this

suction reduces the pressure in the space above the diaphragm. This causes the vane and
hence the valve element to be lifted against the action of the spring thereby opening the

composition flow path to allow the composition to exit the simulated cigarette for inhalation.
[0005] This vane system is highly effective as a compact breath-operated valve specifically for

the use in an inhaler. However, this has now been improved to provide enhanced operation.
[0006] One important aspect in designing a simulated cigarette is to make the experience of

using the simulated cigarette as close as possible to the real smoking experience. When a user
sucks on a cigarette, they use a considerably lower inhaled flow rate as compared, for
example, to the suction required to open an inhaler primarily designed for medicinal purposes,
such as an asthma inhaler. This can be in the range of 1 L/m compared to a dry powder

inhaler that may need as high as 60 L/m flow rate for lung deposition.
[0007] It is desirable to have a breath-operated valve which is opened at a suction force which
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is as close as possible to the suction force by the user smoking a cigarette. In practice, it is

desirable to acheive a triggering of the valve at the lowest possible inhalation flow rate to
ensure a consistent sensation of draw during the inhalation cycle. With higher trigger points,
greater suction is required and this leads to a more binary mode of mechanism and an On/off'

aspect of valve triggering. This must also be done within the confines of the space available

inside an inhaler that is the same size as a cigarette.
[0008] According to the present invention, there is provided:

an inhaler comprising a reservoir of an inhalable composition;

a housing containing the reservoir and having an outlet end;
a composition flow path for the flow of the composition from the reservoir and out of a

composition outlet at the outlet end of the housing;
a valve element biased by a biasing force into a position in which it closes the composition flow
path;

a flexible diaphragm arranged to move the valve element; and
a first air flow path partly defined by one side of the diaphragm, and a second air flow path

partly defined by the opposite side of the diaphragm, each flow path having an outlet opening
at the outlet end and the second flow path having an inlet upstream of the outlet end, wherein
the air flow paths are arranged such that suction at the outlet end causes a reduction in

pressure in the first air flow path relative to the pressure in the second air flow path creating a
pressure differential across the diaphragm that moves the diaphragm and hence moves the
valve element against the biasing force to open the composition flow path.

[0009] Thus, the present invention provides two flow paths which are arranged so that the

pressures change on opposite sides of the diaphragm is enhanced when suction is applied.
The sensitivity of the breath-operated valve is considerably enhanced compared to WO

2011/015826 in which there is only a single air flow path across the top of the diaphragm.

Beneath the diaphragm in WO 2011/015826, the only outlet is the composition outlet.

Therefore, as the diaphragm moves up, the space beneath it expands causing a pressure
drop. This effectively acts as a brake on the opening of the valve. By having the second flow

path, there is no fixed volume of gas to expand, thereby removing the brake and enhancing

the sensitivity of the valve. The mechanism can be sensitised to the user's breath, calibrating
the energy of the inhalation to the amount of formulation delivered, thereby creating a device
that a user can control and thus self-tritrate formulation over multiple doses with ease.
[0010] Preferably, the pressure in the second air flow path remains substantially atmospheric

when suction is applied to the outlet ends.
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[0011] Preferably, the second air flow path is configured so that there is no increase in

pressure in the second air flow path when suction is applied at the outlet end.
[0012] The open area in the second flow path at its upstream end is preferably larger than its

open area at the outlet end. This will cause the pressure in the second flow path to increase

when suction is applied by generating a higher pressure drop across the opening at the outlet
end.
[0013] The first flow path may have an opening at its upstream end that is smaller than the

opening at the outlet end. However, preferably, the first flow path is a blind flow path which is
closed other than the opening at the outlet end. Thus, suction at the outlet end will effectively

simply draw air out of the first air flow path.
[0014] The composition flow path may be arranged on the same side of the diaphragm as the

first air flow path. In this case, the valve element would effectively have to "reach around" the

composition flow path and biased back towards the composition flow path. Preferably, the
composition flow path is on the same side of the diaphragm as the second flow path. This
provides for a simpler construction of the valve element.
[0015] While the inhaler has been specifically designed to be a simulated cigarette, it has

broader applications as an inhaler, for example, to dispense medicament, particularly in a
situation where a low trigger force is required. This is especially advantageous when delivering

medications or vaccines which require rapid delivery and greater compliance compared with
traditional inhalers, for example ß2-adrenergic agonists, classes of opioids including synthetic
and semi-synthetic, hormones or neuro-transmitters and not limited to anticholinergics,

corticosteroids, cannabinoids, PDE4-inhibitors, LTD4-antagonists, EGFR-inhibitors, dopamine
agonists, antihistamines, PAF-antagonists and PI3-kinase inhibitors or LTD4-antagonists

antivirals, antibiotics, antigens or therapeutic proteins.
[0016] An example of an inhaler in accordance with the present invention will now be

described with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:
Fig. 1 is an exploded perspective view of an inhaler;
Fig. 2 is a schematic axial cross-section through the outlet end of the inhaler in the plane
containing an air flow path and with the vane removed for clarity;

Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the outlet end of the inhaler with the cover, vane and diaphragm
removed to show the air flow paths;

Fig. 4 is a perspective view of the outlet end of the inhaler;
Fig. 5 is a plan view of the inhaler;
Fig. 6 is a full cross-section of the inhaler; and
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Fig. 6A is a cross-section through line 6A-6A in Fig. 6.

[0017] The present invention relates to an improvement of the outlet valve for an inhaler such

as that disclosed in WO 2011/015826. For further details of the device and its refill mechanism,
reference is made to WO 2009/001078.
[0018] As shown in Fig. 1, the device comprises a housing 1 which is broadly divided into two

parts. The distal part is a reservoir 2 and the proximal part is the breath-activated valve
mechanism 3. At the distal end 4 is a refill valve 5 allowing the reservoir to be filled. The

reservoir may contain a wick 6 as disclosed in PCT/GB2011/000285. At the opposite end is the

outlet end 5 which will be described in more detail below.
[0019] As best shown in Fig. 6, the reservoir has a portion 8 adjacent to the distal end 4 which

occupies substantially the entire cross-section of the inhaler at this point. A second portion 9
which is closer to the outlet end 7 occupies a relatively small portion of the cross-section of the
inhaler because, as shown in Fig. 6, this part of the inhaler also accommodates the valve
mechanism described below and provides space for the air flow paths also described below.
[0020] As can be seen from Figs. 1 and 3, this second portion 9 of the reservoir is part of the

same molding as the housing 1 and runs along the lower part of the inhaler.
[0021] An elastomeric insert 10 in the form of a tube open at both ends is inserted from the

distal end, but forms an outlet flow path at the proximal end of the inlet path as shown in Fig. 6.

This insert 10 is normally pinched closed by a valve element 11 which is biased downwardly by
a spring 11. This pinch closed valve mechanism is described in greater detail in WO
2011/015825.
[0022] The valve element 11 is part of a vane 13 which extends along most of the outlet end of

the inhaler. The vane 13 is surrounded by a diaphragm 14 which extends across the entire
lower face of the vane 13, with the exception of the orifice through which the valve element 11

projects. This valve element is sealed around its periphery to the surrounding housing. At the
distal end of the diaphragm 14 is a kink 15 which provides some degree of freedom for the

vane 13 to move up and down. The opposite end of the vane 13 is integral with a surrounding
frame that is filled into the housing such that there is a direct connection between the frame
and vane to provide a hinge about which the vane pivots.
[0023] A mechanism for opening the valve element 11 against the action of the spring 12 will

now be described.
[0024] This is achieved by first 16 and second 17 air flow paths. The first flow path 16 is above

the diaphragm 14 with the top of the flow path being formed by housing part 18 which is fixed

to the housing 1 once the valve elements are in place. The first air flow path is essentially
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provided by a first air flow path outlet orifice 19 which leads into the space occupied by the

vane 13 above the diaphragm 14. This flow path has no other orifices.
[0025] The second air flow path 17 is below the diaphragm 14 and is defined by a pair of

second air flow path inlet orifices 20 (only one of which is shown in Fig. 2). In the present

example, the second air flow path is actually defined by two separate paths which extend from

the inlet orifices 20 along passages 17 which are defined by the housing 1 on the lower surface
and the diaphragm 11 at its upper surface and which extends alongside the second portion 9

of the reservoir to the outlet end terminating at a pair of second air flow path outlet orifices 21

which are smaller than the corresponding inlet orifices 20. The flow through the second air flow
path is depicted by arrows in the lower part of Fig. 2 and in Fig. 3. Baffles 22 are provided

along the second air flow path 17 to increase the flow resistance in this path.
[0026] As a user sucks on the outlet end 7, air is sucked out of the first flow path outlet orifice

15 thereby lowering the pressure in the first air flow path 16. At the same time, air is drawn in

through the second flow path air inlet orifices 20. The combination of a reduced pressure
above the vane and the prevention of a significant pressure reduction below the vane causes

the vane to be moved upwardly deforming the diaphragm and raising the valve element

against the action of the spring 12. When a user stops sucking on the outlet end, the pressure
above and below the diaphragm equalises and the spring 12 returns the valve element 11 to a

position in which it pinches the insert 10 closed.
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PATENTKRAV
1.

Inhalator, der omfatter en beholder (2) til en inhalerbar sammensætning;

et hus (1), der indeholder beholderen (2) og har en udgangsende;

en sammensætningsstrømningsbane (10) til strømmen af sammensætningen fra beholderen (2)
5

og ud af en sammensætningsudgang ved udgangsenden (5) af huset (1);

et ventilelement (11) forspændt af en forspændingskraft i en position, hvori det lukker

sammensætningsstrømningsbanen;
en fleksibel membran (14), der er indrettet til at bevæge ventilelementet (11); og
en første luftstrømningsbane (16) delvist defineret af én side af membranen (14), en anden
10

luftstrømningsbane (17) delvist defineret af den modstående side af membranen, hvor hver
luftstrømningsbane har en udgangsåbning (19, 21) ved udgangsenden og den anden
luftstrømningsbane har en indgang (20) på opstrømssiden for udgangsenden, hvor
luftstrømningsbaneme (16, 17) er således indrettet, at sugning ved udgangsenden bevirker et

trykfald i den første luftstrømningsbane (16) i forhold til trykket i den anden

15

luftstrømningsbane (17), hvilket frembringer en trykforskel over membranen (14), som

bevæger membranen og dermed bevæger ventilelementet (11) mod forspændingskraften for at

åbne sammensætningsstrømningsbanen (10).
2.

Inhalator ifølge krav 1, hvor trykket i den anden luftstrømningsbane (17) i alt

væsentligt forbliver atmosfærisk, når der sker sugning ved udgangsenden (5).

20

3.

Inhalator ifølge krav 1 eller krav 2, hvor den anden luftstrømningsbane (17) er således

udformet, at der ikke sker nogen stigning i tryk i den anden luftstrømningsbane, når der sker
sugning ved udgangsenden (15).
4.

Inhalator ifølge et hvilket som helst foregående krav, hvor det åbne område af den

anden luftstrømningsbane ved dens indgang (20) er større end dens åbne område ved
25

udgangsenden (21).
5.

Inhalator

ifølge

et

hvilket

som

helst

foregående

krav,

hvor den

første

luftstrømningsbane (16) er lukket bortset fra åbningen (19) ved udgangsenden.
6.

Inhalator

ifølge

et

hvilket

som

helst

af

de

foregående

krav,

hvor

sammensætningsluftstrømningsbanen (10) er på den samme side af membranen (14) som den
30

anden luftstrømningsbane (17).
7.

Inhalator ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, hvor der er tilvejebragt

bafler (22) i den anden luftstrømningsbane (17) for at øge strømningsmodstanden derigennem.
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FIG. 6A

